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Introduction/Background
In an effort to preserve extensive current state Clinical Decision Support (CDS) at a large academic healthcare
system during a major conversion to a vendor EHR, the Knowledge Management (KM) team, a subgroup of Clinical
Informatics, was tasked with performing an evaluation of several of its key CDS knowledgebases. The purpose of
this evaluation was to identify content and functionality gaps between the CDS knowledgebases in the homegrown
EHR system and vendor EHR. Based on the result of each gap analysis, CDS build options for the vendor EHR
system were presented to the voting committee.
Methods
Members of the Knowledge Management team identified key CDS knowledgebases to be analyzed, which included
renal and geriatric medication dosing decision support, drug-drug interactions (DDIs), duplicate therapy alerts and
drug pregnancy alerts. Knowledge Engineers who are intimately familiar with these CDS knowledgebases worked
with vendor EHR experts and consultants to perform gap analyses of the legacy CDS tools in comparison with CDS
of the vendor EHR. Content and functionality gaps of each CDS knowledgebase were carefully identified and
analyzed in terms of content creation, vetting, deployment and maintenance; as well as how these clinical contents
are leveraged by CDS functionalities. Size and characteristics of each gap were described in terms of clinical
relevance. Options to preserve current state CDS along with estimated work effort and time were summarized and
presented to an enterprise clinical decision support voting committee.
Results
For each CDS knowledgebase evaluated, a summary of important content and functionality gaps along with all
available options to preserve legacy CDS were presented to the voting committee. The advantages and
disadvantages of each of these options, along with customization work effort in the new EHR system were also
presented to the CDS Committee for voting. The result of this gap analysis served as a prioritization tool for
planning and resource allocation in our systematic effort of preserving significant current state CDS.
Discussion/Conclusion
For a large academic hospital system with a longstanding history of CDS research and well known practices for
developing CDS within a homegrown EHR system, preservation of its CDS becomes very important during a
conversion to a vendor EHR. Many lessons were learned during this challenging process. It is essential that
enterprise subject matter experts (SMEs) and Clinical Decision Support committees be informed of significant
functionality differences to prioritize work efforts for preservation of valued clinical decision support. Doing so
required the engagement of SMEs, voting committees, KM, and consultants from the vendor EHR.
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